Continuum states of the Dirac equation are calculated numerically for the electrostatic field generated by the charge distribution of an atomic nucleus. The behavior of the wave functions of an incoming electron with a given asymptotic momentum in the nuclear region is discussed in detail and the results are compared to different approximations used in the data analysis for quasielastic electron scattering off medium and highly charged nuclei. It is found that most of the approximations provide an accurate description of the electron wave functions in the range of electron energies above 100 MeV typically used in experiments for quasielastic electron scattering off nuclei only near the center of the nucleus. It is therefore necessary that the properties of exact wave functions are investigated in detail in order to obtain reliable results in the data analysis of quasielastic (e, e ′ p) knockout reactions or inclusive quasielastic (e, e ′ ) scattering. Arguments are given that the effective momentum approximation with a fitted potential parameter is a viable method for a simplified treatment of Coulomb corrections. A discussion of the exact solutions of the Dirac equation for free electrons in a Coulomb field generated by a point-like charge and some details relevant for the numerical calculations are given in the appendix.
Introduction
Quasielastic (e,e'p) knockout reactions provide a powerful possibility to obtain information on the electromagnetic properties of nucleons embedded in the nuclear medium, since the transparency of the nucleus with respect to the electromagnetic probe makes it possible to explore the entire nuclear volume. Inclusive scattering, where only the scattered electron is observed, provides information on a number of interesting nuclear properties like, e. g., the nuclear Fermi momentum [1] , high-momentum components in nuclear wave functions [2] , modifications of nucleon form factors in the nuclear medium [3] , the scaling properties of the quasielastic response allow to study the reaction mechanism [4] , and extrapolation of the quasielastic response to infinite nucleon number A = ∞ provides us with a very valuable observable of infinite nuclear matter [5] .
The plane wave Born approximation is no longer adequate for the calculation of scattering cross sections in the strong and long-range electrostatic field of highly charged nuclei, and it has become clear in recent years that the correct treatment of the Coulomb distortion of the electron wave function due to the electrostatic field of the nucleus is unavoidable if one aims at a consistent interpretation of experimental data. E.g., it is still unclear whether the Coulomb sum rule is violated in nuclei [6] .
Calculations with exact Dirac wave functions have been performed by Kim et al. [7] in the Ohio group and Udias et al. [8, 9] for quasielastic scattering. However, these calculations are cumbersome and difficult to control by people who were not directly involved in the development of the respective programs.
Various approximate treatments have been proposed in the past for the treatment of Coulomb distortions [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] , and there is an extensive literature on the so-called eikonal approximation [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] . At lowest order, an expansion of the electron wave function in αZ, where α is the fine-structure constant and Z the charge number of the nucleus, leads to the well known effective momentum approximation (EMA) [26] , which plays an important role in experimental data analysis and which will be explained below.
The effect of the charged nucleus on the electron wave function is twofold: Firstly, the (initial and final state) electron momentum k i,f is enhanced in the vicinity of the nucleus due to the attractive electrostatic potential, i.e., the wave lenght of the electron is becoming shorter near the nucleus. Secondly, the attractive potential of the nucleus leads to a focusing of the electron wave function in the nuclear region. Solutions for the Dirac equation for the scattering of electrons in the nuclear field can be obtained from a partial wave expansion, where the radial Dirac equation must be solved numerically for each partial wave. To avoid such a computational effort, an approximate treatment is often adopted, based on a high-energy expansion in inverse powers of the electron energy [10, 11, 13] . The resulting expression for the distorted electron wave function is then expanded in powers of αZ as (we use units withh = c = 1 throughout)
where the sign ± refers to the two scattering solutions with outgoing or incoming spherical waves, respectively, whereas the corresponding indices i, f are neglected for the sake of notational simplicity, u τ is the plane wave spinor for the electron with a given helicity τ and k is the asymptotic electron momentum. For the case of a uniform spherical charge distribution of radius R, the values of k ′ , a, b and δ 1/2 are given by [14] 
with k ′ parallel to k. These values enter the first-order term according to
where the spin operator s describes spin-dependent effects which are comparably small for higher electron energies. The meaning of the parameter a can be easily understood from a semiclassical observation. For a highly relativistic electron with mass m falling along the z-axis (i.e. with zero impact parameter and k ≫ V ≫ m) towards the nuclear center, the momentum inside the spherical charge distribution is given bỹ
where V (r) is the electrostatic potential inside the charged sphere. Modifying the electron plane wave phase e i k r = e ikz to e ik ′ z(1+az 2 ) , as it is induced at lowest order by the second term in g (1) , leads to the z−dependent electron momentumk(z)
in agreement with eq. (4). The parameter b describes mainly the deformation of the wave front and can also be derived from semiclassical observations. The standard method (in the case of light nuclei) to handle Coulomb distortions for elastic scattering in data analysis is the effective momentum approximation (EMA), which corresponds to the lowest order description of the Coulomb distortion in αZ. EMA accounts for the two effects of the Coulomb distortion mentioned above (momentum modification and focusing) in the following way. For a highly relativistic electron with zero impact parameter the so-called effective momenta k ′ i,f of the electron are given by
where V 0 is the potential energy of the electron in the center of the nucleus in analogy with eq. (2). E.g., for 208 Pb we have V 0 ∼ −25 MeV, not a negligible quantity when compared to energies of some hundreds of MeV typically used in electron scattering experiments. Cross sections are then calculated by using plane electron waves corresponding to the effective momenta instead of the asymptotic values in the matrix elements, and additionally one accounts for the focusing factors of the incoming and outgoing electron wave k ′ i /k i and k ′ f /k f , which both enter quadratically into the cross sections. The main problem of the method is the fact that both the focusing and the electron momentum are not constant inside the nuclear volume. In the case of nucleon knockout reactions, most of the hit nucleons are located near the surface of the nucleus, where the classical momentum of the electrons is not given by the central value.
A strategy to remedy this defect is to alter the definition of the effective momenta by not using the central potential value V 0 , but a value V (r f ) obtained from some fitting procedure. An even more consistent strategy would be the introduction of two effective momenta, one which accounts for the average modification of the electron momentum inside the nucleus, and one which would be utilized for the calculation of the average focusing of the electron wave in the nuclear volume.
For quasielastic (e, e ′ ) scattering a comparison of EMA calculations with numerical results from the 'exact' distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA) calculation [27, 28] seems to indicate a failure of the EMA [29] . As we will see, also the improved approximation including a first order correction from eq. (3) is of limited validity.
Exact numerical calculations
The nuclei of 40 Ca and 208 Pb were chosen for our calculations as typical examples for medium and highly charged nuclei. The Dirac equation was solved by using a partial wave expansion, which is discussed in detail in the appendix. The radial integration of the radial functions was performed by the method presented in [30] . However, we did not neglect the electron mass in our calculations, although mass effects are quite small in our case.
We present results for an incoming electron with spin in direction of the electron momentum scattered off the fixed electrostatic potential of the nucleus. Considering different spin or final state waves with incoming spherical wave would lead basically to the same conclusions.
The charge distribution of the 208 Pb nucleus was modeled by a Woods-Saxon distribution
with r 1/2 = 6.6 fm and diffusivity a = 0.545 fm, compatible with an rms charge radius of 5.5 fm and a central Coulomb potential of V 0 = −25.7 MeV, whereas for the 40 Ca nucleus a three-parameter Fermi form was used Pb nucleus with an energy of 100 MeV. The wave is normalized such that the densityψγ 0 ψ approaches the value 1 in the asymptotic region. The focusing is smaller in the upstream side of the nucleus and grows larger in the downstream side. At the same time, there is a strong decrease of the charge density in transverse direction to the electron momentum.
As a first step, we checked the focusing factor in the center (r = 0) of the 208 Pb nucleus. The exact central focusing factor and the value typically used in the EMA match extremely well already at relatively low energies above 40 MeV, as shown in Fig. 2 . For an electron energy of 100 MeV the EMA focusing factor is given by (100 + 25.7)/100 = 1.257, as shown in Fig. (2) , and the exact value deviates less than half a percent from this approximate result. This positive result turned out to be generally valid for 'well-behaved' types of potentials like, e.g., Gaussian potentials with depth and spatial extension comparable to depth and extension of the nuclear potential. But a closer look at the electron-wave amplitude reveals that the amplitude varies strongly inside the nuclear volume and the average focusing deviates from the value calculated from the electrostatic potential V 0 in the center of the nucleus. Fig. 3 shows the decay of the wave amplitude on an axis perpendicular to the electron momentum which goes through the nuclear center for an electron incident on 208 Pb with an energy of 400 MeV. The central focusing factor ∼ 425.7/400 ∼ 1.0642 decreases to 1.0187 at the outer edge of the nucleus at a transverse distance of 8 fm to the center.
Plotting the focusing factor along the axis through the nuclear center parallel to the electron momentum shows a strong increase on the downstream side of the nucleus (Fig. 4) .
One is therefore naturally lead to the idea to calculate an averaged focusing factorf defined bȳ
where ρ(r) is the nuclear matter density distribution which can be well approximated by the charge Defining an effective potential valueV bȳ
which is a measure for the average electron momentum inside the nuclear medium, leads to the very similar resultsV = 20.12 MeV for 208 Pb andV = 7.78 MeV for 40 Ca. The difference between the effective momenta for the ingoing and outcoming electron calculated from this effective potential value can also be viewed as the effective momentum transferred by the electron to the nucleon in a quasielastic knockout process. These observations are a strong argument that a modification of the EMA with an effective momentum corresponding to an effective potential ∼ 3V 0 /4 would provide reasonable results when experimental data are corrected due to Coulomb distortion effects. An effective potential value of (18.7±1.5) MeV for 208 Pb was extracted by Guèye et al. [33] by comparing data from quasielastic positron scattering to quasielastic electron scattering data taken by Zghiche et al. [34] . Exact calculations which include the Coulomb distortions of positrons will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
It is interesting to note that also for lighter nuclei like 40 Ca a similar effective potential value should be used like in the case of heavy nuclei. But in such cases, Coulomb distortions are usually of minor importance for the data analysis, and the choice of the effective potential value that is used in the EMA analysis plays only a minor role.
We further note that the average potential inside a homogeneously charged sphere is given by 4V 0 /5, where V 0 = −3αZ/2R is the value of the potential in the center of the sphere. For positrons, we found that the same effective potential (with opposite sign) can be used, since the absolute values of the effective potentials differ by less than 0.05 MeV for an energy range of several hundred MeV.
It is an important result of the exact calculations that the first order term g (1) in eq. (1) fails to provide a satisfactory picture of the focusing inside the nucleus. It does not reproduce the strong increase of the focusing on the downstream side of nucleus, and the decrease of the focusing in transverse direction is also not contained. On the contrary, the dominant imaginary term ib( k ′ × r) 2 causes an increase of the modulus of 1 + g (1) in transverse direction. The first order term g (1) accounts for the deformation of the wave front near the nuclear center, but higher order terms are needed in order to describe correctly the amplitude of the distorted electron wave inside the nucleus. Calculations with a phenomenological expression for the second order term g (2) have been presented in [14] . The dash-dotted lines in Figs. 3 and 4 show the focusing that would be obtained from the first order expression (k ′ /k)|1 + g (1) | for a homogeneously charged sphere with a radius R = 7.1 fm and Z = 82, which is a good approximation for a 208 Pb nucleus.
It is solely the a 1 r 2 -term which accounts for a decrease of the focusing in transverse direction, but even if one neglects the other terms in g (1) which cause an increase of the focusing in transverse direction, the a 1 r 2 -term leads to a negligible effect compared to the actual transverse decrease of the Coulomb distortion. Therefore the assumption was made in [24, 25] that the focusing is nearly constant in transverse direction; the results presented there should probably be corrected for the overestimated focusing. However, the results in [24] are in good agreement with the exact calculations presented by Kim et al. [7] , where exact electron wave functions were used.
We finally point out that a better approach than expansion (1) to take the local change in the momentum of the incoming particle into account is to modify the plane wave describing the initial state of the particle by the so-called eikonal phase χ i ( r) (see [24, 35] and references therein)
where
if we set k i = k i zê z . In analogy to eq. (5), the z-component of the momentum then becomes in eikonal approximation
The final state wave function is constructed analogously
In order to check the quality of this approximation, we calculated the phase of the first (large) component ψ 1 1/2 from the exact electron spinor along the z-axis, and extracted the quantity χ ex i by setting
If the eikonal approximation (12) were exact, then the derivative 
Conclusions
It was shown that exact calculations are necessary to understand the complex behavior of the Coulomb distortion of electron waves also at relatively high energies relevant for quasielastic electron-nucleus scattering experiments. Lowest order approximations in αZ are not suitable for the analysis of Coulomb corrections in scattering experiments, unless they are modified in a well-controlled manner based on exact calculations. A Fortran 90 program is available now which can be used for accurate calculations of continuum electron wave functions in a central electrostatic field. We will present a detailed analysis of Coulomb distortions for quasielastic electron scattering in a forthcoming paper for inclusive (e, e ′ ) scattering.
Some details concerning the description of electron continuum states in a central electrostatic field are given here for the reader's convenience and in order to give a fully consistent description of the problem.
We first consider the solutions of the stationary Dirac equation
for an electron with total energy E subject to the central electrostatic potential generated by a spherically symmetric nucleus with charge number Z. We use standard Dirac matrices given by the Pauli matrices σ k [36] 
Dirac spinors describing states with definite angular momentum and parity can be decomposed into a radial and an angular part (20) with two-component spinors χ µ κ which are eigenstates of the spin-orbit operator
and the angular momentum operators
where κ = ±1, ±2, ... is related to j and l by
and the operators L and s are given by L = −i r × ∇ and s = 1 2 σ. The spinors can be expressed using Clebsch-Gordan coefficients as
where χ ζ are standard Pauli spinors, or more explicitly
The radial functions f κ and g κ fulfill the coupled differential equations
For an electron with energy E > 0 in the Coulomb field of a point like charge eZ the potential V is
and the continuum solutions of the Dirac equation are given by (see [37] and references therein)
ϕ is positive for arg e 2iϕ ∈ [0, π] and negative for arg e 2iϕ ∈ (−π, 0]. These Coulomb wave functions have the asymptotic forms (r → ∞)
In the limiting case Z → 0, we have
where j l (kr) = π 2kr J l+1/2 (kr) are spherical Bessel functions of the first kind, and l ′ = j − 1 2 sgn(κ) = l(−κ). Replacing γ κ by −γ κ in eq. (28) leads to the irregular solutions g i κ , f i κ . Their asymptotic forms are also given by eqns. (30, 31) , if one replaces the expression for the phase shift δ κ (γ κ ) of the regular solutions by δ ′ κ (γ κ ) = δ κ (−γ κ ) + π. The calculation of the wave functions g κ and f κ is most simply performed by using the real series expansion
Inserting the series expansion (34) into eq. (26) leads to the coupled recursion relations [37] (n + 1)(2γ κ + n + 1)ka κ;n+1
(n + 1)(2γ κ + n + 1)kb κ;n+1 + ξ(E + m)b κ;n +(γ κ + n + 1 + κ)(E − m)a κ;n = 0 .
The series expansion (34) can be shown to converge for all values of r. We give here some details for the derivation of the recursion relations. From
one readily derives
where we have omitted the index κ for notational convenience. Comparing the lowest order terms ∼ r γ−2 immediately leads to the starting relation
one obtains
Comparing again the lowest order terms ∼ r γ−2 leads again to the starting relation (39). Taking into account the higher order terms ∼ (kr) γ−1 (kr) n−1 in eqns. (38,41) leads to
Replacing b n from eq. (42)
in eq. (43) gives
which is equivalent to eq. (35) . Recursion relation (36) is obtained analogously. An incident (outgoing) electron with asymptotic momentum k, energy E and polarization τ is given by a linear combination of the ψ µ κ
It is instructive to consider, e.g., the first component of the Dirac spinor ψ τ for an electron incident along the z-axis with spin in the same direction. Then, the term (Y µ−τ l (k) * is only non-zero when µ = τ = 1/2, and we have
Therefore, the first component of ψ τ is given by
A straightforward calculation shows that
Furthermore, the asymptotic behavior of g κ is given by
We consider now the limit Z → 0 for this asymptotic expression. For Z → 0 we have also η → 0, i.e. arg Γ(γ + iη) → 0 and γ → |κ|. From
we see that the argument of ϕ approaches π/2 for η → 0 and κ > 0, whereas for κ < 0 we have ϕ → 0. This shows that the asymptotic behavior of the g κ for Z → 0 is given by
in accordance with eq. (33) which states that the free-field solutions of g κ are given by g κ (r) = −sgn(κ)j l (kr). Therefore, the terms in the expansion (48) for κ > 0 become (l = κ, δ κ → π)
and for κ < 0 (l = −κ − 1, δ κ → 0)
i.e. we obtain the partial wave expansion of a plane wave, and the normalization is such that the full free spinor for arbitrary momentum k and helicity ζ is given by
For the case of a realistic nuclear electrostatic potential, analytic expression for the radial functions are no longer available. Therefore, we calculated the radial wave functions by numerical integration according to the method described in appendix 3 of [30] . Outside the nuclear charge distribution (i.e. for r > 14 fm in our actual calculations), the electrostatic potential is a Coulomb potential, and therefore the radial functions G κ obtained from the numerical integration can be written as a linear combination of regular and irregular solutions of the Dirac equation with a Coulomb potential
Since the asymptotic behavior of the regular and irregular radial functions is given by g κ (r) = 1 kr sin(kr + η log 2kr − l π 2 + δ κ ) 
and the asymptotic behavior of G κ is described by the phase shift ∆ κ via
with z = kr + η log 2kr − l 
the relations λ cos ∆ κ = c κ + d κ cos(δ
and therefore
which fix uniquely the phase shift e i∆κ . The radial function G κ (and the corresponding F κ for the lower spinor components) obtained from the numerical integration procedure must subsequently be multiplied by a factor λ −1 , where
such thatG
is correctly normalized. The expansion for an incoming wave scattering off a spherically symmetric nuclear charge distribution is finally given by
where ψ µ κ is defined according to eq. (20) with the radial functions g κ and f κ replaced byG κ andF κ .
